
DISCOVERING
HIDDEN CALABRIA

5 Nights - 6 Days  

Day by Day

Agenzia Viaggi e Tour Operator 
TURISMO RESPONSABILE 

e-mail: agenzia@turismo.responsabile.coop
+39 340 333 36 31mobile: 

viaggiare amare cambiare

Day 1: WELCOME!

Arrival in the early afternoon in  and check-in at Locri eco-Ostello 

Locride that is an eco-friendly residence, example of social and 

environmental sustainability. It is housed in a confiscated property 

that  runs. Presentation of the tour GOEL – Gruppo Cooperativo

and of GOEL – Gruppo Cooperativo and its mission of change and 

redemption of Calabria thought legal economy and effective ethics. 

Dinner with the traditional dishes of Calabrian cuisine and 

overnight.

Day 2: LOCRI AND GERACE

Breakfast. Transfer to   and guided tour through the Gerace

medieval town, one of the ten most beautiful towns in Italy, 

episcopal seat since ancient times, visit of the Basilica Minore, 

impressive Byzantine-Norman building and to the Diocesan 

Museum, which houses the famous Flemish tapestry by Jan 

Leyniers. At the end of the tour, visit of the Norman Castle and the 

pottery workshops.

Lunch in a typical restaurant.

In the afternoon, transfer to Archeological Park, Locri Epizephiri 

the best known among the cities of Magna Greece, where Zaleuco, 

the first Western legislator, and Nosside, a famous poetess, were 

born. Guided tour of the archaeological site: Centocamere (the 

artisans’ neighbourhood), the Temple of Marasà and the sanctuary 

dedicated to Demetra.

Return, dinner and overnight at the Ostello.

Day 3: PENTEDATTILO AND REGGIO CALABRIA

Breakfast. Transfer to the , where the influence of Grecanic Area

Greek culture and language is still strong. Guided visit to 

Pentedattilo, small “ghost village” on the Calvario Mount, which 

shape reminds that of the five fingers of a hand. The small village is 

one of the “borghi solidali”. Transfer to , the "toe" Reggio Calabria

of the Italian peninsula. Free time for lunch and for a walk on the 

famous promenade dotted with rare magnolias and exotic palms, 

from where admiring the amazing Straits of Messina. In the 

afternoon, guided vis i t  of the prest igious National 

Archaeological Museum of Magna Græcia that houses the 

famous , the symbols of the city.Bronzes of Riace

Return, dinner and overnight at the Ostello.

Day 4: STILO AND MONASTERACE

Breakfast. Transfer to , from which you can reach Pazzano Monte 

Stella, with its charming hermitage carved into the rock. Descent 

to Stilo, the philosopher Tommaso Campanella's hometown. With 

its many hermitages and monasteries, such as the Cattolica, a 

Byzantine-style church from the 9th century, Stilo is an example of 

the meeting between East and West. Packed Lunch provided by the 

eco-Hostel.

In the afternoon, transfer to  at 'A Lanterna, organic Monasterace

farm and farmhouse inside Ancient Kaulon Archeological Park. The 

farmhouse is a GOEL Bio partner, the brand that gathers Calabrian 

farms opposing to ‘ndrangheta and working for the sustainable 

development of the territory. It grows vegetables, citrus fruits 

(including bergamot), wine and oil. Victim of many attacks, “A 

Lanterna” was the first to house the Restart Party. Meeting with the 

owners and guided tour in the  Ancient Kaulon Archeological 

Park, to visit the mosaics of the Roman villas, such as “Casa del 

Drago” and the polychrome one with dragons and dolphins of the 

thermal complex dating back to the IV century BC.

Dinner at “ ” (“hope” in Arabic language), cultural and organic AMAL

restaurant managed by the social cooperative SUN, GOEL Bio 

partner, symbol of meeting and warm reception, typical of Calabria 

tradition.

Return and overnight at the eco-Hostel.

Day 5: CAULONIA, GIOIOSA JONICA AND MARTONE

Breakfast. Transfer to at  organic farm Caulonia Feudo Gagliardi,

and GOEL Bio partner, producing wine, oil and citrus fruit. With the 

agronomist, visit to the wine yards, the wine cellar and tasting of 

the wines produced by the farm. Lunch at the farmhouse restaurant 

with the local products.

Early afternoon, transfer to  and urban trekking in Gioiosa Jonica

the old town (Roman Villa of Naniglio, Pellicanò Castle and Amaduri 

Palace). During the visit, tasting of the famous “paste Gioiosane” 

(pastries) and of the “Pezzo Duro” (ice-cream).  At the end of the 

tour, stop at the municipal theatre to admire the famous mural "Un 

popolo in cammino" realized in 1978 to remember the murder of the 

miller Rocco Gatto, victim of mafia.

Dinner at “La Collinetta”, organic restaurant awarded with the 2020 

and 2021 “slow food snail” where tradition and innovation are 

mixed into a gastronomic journey illustrated directly by the chef 

Pino Trimboli. The restaurant is GOEL bio partner and in 2019, the 

chef/owner was victim of many ‘ndrangheta intimidations. 

Return and overnight at the eco-Ostello.

Day 6: GOODBYE!

Breakfast.

Final meeting with .GOEL - Cooperative Group

Check out and transfer to the airport. 
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Day 1: WELCOME!

Arrival in the early afternoon in Locri and check-in at eco-Ostello 

Locride that is an eco-friendly residence, example of social and 

environmental sustainability. It is housed in a confiscated property 

that GOEL – Gruppo Cooperativo runs. Presentation of the tour and 

of  and its mission of change and GOEL – Gruppo Cooperativo

redemption of Calabria thought legal economy and effective ethics. 

Dinner with the traditional dishes of Calabrian cuisine and 

overnight.

Day 2: GOEL BIO – FARMERS VERSUS 'NDRANGHETA

Breakfast. Transfer to  and lunch at the Social Roccella Jonica

Cooperative , which manages an organic farm Arca della Salvezza

and a family home for children. Meeting and presentation of GOEL 

Bio, the brand that gathers Calabrian farms opposing to 

‘ndrangheta and working for the sustainable development of the 

territory. Early afternoon visit to GOEL Bio Packaging Shed where 

the citrus fruit of local producers are packed to be sent everywhere 

in Italy.

Late afternoon, transfer to at an organic farm, partner of Caulonia 

GOEL Bio, producing wine, oil and citrus fruit. With the agronomist, 

visit to the wine yards, the wine cellar and tasting of the wines 

produced by the farm. Dinner at the farmhouse restaurant with the 

local products.

Return and overnight at the eco-Hostel.

Day 3: PENTEDATTILO AND REGGIO CALABRIA

Breakfast. Transfer to the , where the influence of Grecanic Area

Greek culture and language is still strong. Guided visit to 

Pentedattilo, small “ghost village” on the Calvario Mount, which 

shape reminds that of the five fingers of a hand. The small village is 

one of the “borghi solidali”. Transfer to , the "toe" Reggio Calabria

of the Italian peninsula. Free time available for lunch and for a walk 

on the famous promenade dotted with rare magnolias and exotic 

palms, from where admiring the amazing Straits of Messina. In the 

afternoon, guided vis i t  of the prest igious National 

Archaeological Museum of Magna Græcia that houses the 

famous , the symbols of the city.Bronzes of Riace

Return, dinner and overnight at the eco-Hostel.

Day 4: IDEA E AZIENDA CHINDAMO

Breakfast. Transfer to  at the Polistena, Social Cooperative 

I.D.E.A. that within the Luigi Monti Community, welcomes and 

lodges minors and creates employment opportunities for young 

people who are housed in the community.  Visit and presentation of 

GOEL Bio Cosmethical Lab where organic essential oils and 

organic cosmetics are produced. Lunch at the cooperative.

In the afternoon, transfer to  at the farm run from the Limbadi

Chindamo family, producing citrus fruits and olives for oil. Meeting 

with Vincenzo, Maria’s brother, entrepreneur kidnapped on may, 6th 

2016, whose body has never been found.

Dinner at “ ” (that means “hope” in Arabic language), cultural AMAL

and organic restaurant run from the social cooperative , GOEL SUN

Bio partner, symbol of cultural meeting and warm reception, typical 

of Calabria tradition. Return and overnight at the eco-Hostel.

DAY 5: GERACE AND GIOIOSA JONICA

Breakfast. Transfer to   and guided tour through the Gerace

medieval town, one of the ten most beautiful towns in Italy, 

episcopal seat since ancient times, visit of the Basilica Minore, 

impressive Byzantine-Norman building and to the Diocesan 

Museum, which houses the famous Flemish tapestry by Jan 

Leyniers. At the end of the tour, visit of the Norman Castle and the 

pottery workshops.

Return and lunch at the eco-Hostel.

Early afternoon, transfer to  and urban trekking in Gioiosa Jonica

the old town (Roman Villa of Naniglio, Pellicanò Castle and Amaduri 

Palace). During the visit tasting of the famous “paste Gioiosane” 

(pastries) and of the “Pezzo Duro” (ice-cream).  At the end of the 

tour, stop in the municipal theatre to admire the famous mural "Un 

popolo in cammino" realized in 1978 to remember the murder of the 

miller Rocco Gatto, victim of mafia.

Dinner at “ ”, organic restaurant awarded with the La Collinetta

2020 and 2021 “slow food snail” where tradition and innovation are 

mixed into a gastronomic journey illustrated directly by the chef 

Pino Trimboli. The restaurant is GOEL bio partner and in 2019, the 

chef/owner was victim of many ‘ndrangheta intimidations. Return 

and overnight at the eco-Hostel.

DAY 6: GOODBYE!

Breakfast.

Final meeting with .GOEL - Cooperative Group

Check out and transfer to the airport. 
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Day 1: WELCOME!

Arrival in the early afternoon in  and check-in at Locri eco-Ostello 

Locride that is an eco-friendly residence, example of social and 

environmental sustainability. It is housed in a confiscated property 

that GOEL – Gruppo Cooperativo runs. Presentation of the tour and 

of  and its mission of change and GOEL – Gruppo Cooperativo

redemption of Calabria thought legal economy and effective ethics. 

Dinner with the traditional dishes of Calabrian cuisine and 

overnight.

Day 2:  THE NATIONAL PARK OF ASPROMONTE - PIETRA 

CAPPA

Breakfast. Transfer to , from where the excursion Natile Vecchio

to  starts (about 2,5 hours). It is the most spectacular Pietra Cappa

monolith in the Valley of the Big Stones, one of the geological 

symbols of Aspromonte. Aspromonte National Park is considered 

the European kingdom of Biodiversity.

Along the excursion, there are the , rock Rocche di San Pietro

formations carved in the mountain used as shelters by the Basilian 

Monks in ancient times. During the tour, picnic lunch provided by 

the eco-Hostel.

Return, dinner and overnight at the eco-Hostel.

Day 3: STILO AND PAZZANO – SERRE VIBONESI

Breakfast. Transfer to , and climbing through Mount Consolino

one of the trials (paths from elementary to expert). Arrival in 

Pazzano, from which you can reach Monte Stella, with its charming 

hermitage carved into the rock. The excursion moves on to , Stilo

the philosopher Tommaso Campanella's hometown. With its many 

hermitages and monasteries, such as the Cattolica, a Byzantine-

style church from the 9th century, Stilo is an example of the meeting 

between East and West. Picnic lunch provided by the eco-Hostel.

In the afternoon, return to the eco-Hostel and free time available 

for individual tour and excursions.

Dinner at “ ” (that means “hope” in Arabic language), cultural AMAL

and organic restaurant managed by the social cooperative SUN, 

GOEL Bio partner, symbol of meeting and warm reception, typical of 

Calabria tradition.

Return and overnight at the eco-Hostel.

Day 4: VALLI CUPE - SILA PICCOLA 

Breakfast. Transfer to  in the Natural Area of Sersale Valli Cupe 

Park Canyon. Excursion to the famous  (the biggest in Europe) and 

the  where it is possible to have a bath, if the Gole del Crocchio

climate and the season make it possible. Picnic lunch provided by 

the eco-Hostel and excursion to the spectacular Campanaro 

Falls, 22 mt high. Return, dinner and overnight at the eco-Hostel.

Day 5: ANTONIMINA AND GERACE

Breakfast. Trasfer to  and visit of “Casa delle Erbe della Antonimina

Locride” where local wild herbs, fruit and flowers are recognised 

and catalogued according to the seasons. During the excursion, 

packed lunch provided by the eco-Hostel.

Transfer to  and guided tour through the medieval town, Gerace

one of the ten most beautiful towns in Italy, episcopal seat since 

ancient times, visit of the Basilica Minore, impressive Byzantine-

Norman building and to the Diocesan Museum, which houses the 

famous Flemish tapestry by Jan Leyniers. At the end of the tour, visit 

of the Norman Castle and the pottery workshops.

Dinner in a typical restaurant. Return and overnight at the eco-

Hostel.

VI Day: GOODBYE!

Breakfast.

Final meeting with .GOEL - Cooperative Group

Check out and transfer to the airport.
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Day 1: WELCOME!

Arrival in the early afternoon in  and check-in at Locri eco-Ostello 

Locride that is an eco-friendly residence, example of social and 

environmental sustainability. It is housed in a confiscated property 

that GOEL – Gruppo Cooperativo runs. Presentation of the tour and 

of  and its mission of change and GOEL – Gruppo Cooperativo

redemption of Calabria thought legal economy and effective ethics. 

Dinner with the traditional dishes of Calabrian cuisine and 

overnight.

Day 2: GERACE, LOCRI AND SIDERNO – ARCHAEOLOGY OF 

TASTES AND FLAVOURS 

Breakfast Transfer to  and guided tour through the Gerace

medieval town, one of the ten most beautiful towns in Italy, 

episcopal seat since ancient times, visit of the Basilica Minore, 

impressive Byzantine-Norman building and to the Diocesan 

Museum, which houses the famous Flemish tapestry by Jan 

Leyniers. At the end of the tour, visit of the Norman Castle and the 

pottery workshops.

Return and lunch at the eco-Hostel.

In the afternoon, transfer to Locri Epizephiri Archeological 

Park, the best known among the cities of Magna Greece, where 

Zaleuco, the first Western legislator, and Nosside, a famous 

poetess, were born. Guided tour of the archaeological site: 

Centocamere (the artisans’ neighbourhood), the Temple of Marasà 

and the sanctuary dedicated to Demetra.

For dinner, transfer to Siderno at “U Ricriju” restaurant whose chef 

is carrying out an ethno-gastronomic search on ancient local 

cuisine. During the dinner, the chef will tell about his dishes 

explaining the features, ingredients and ways of cooking. 

Return at the eco-Hostel and overnight

Day 3: CAULONIA AND ROCCELLA JONICA – WINE WAYS 

AND ORGANIC CUISINE

Breakfast. Transfer to Caulonia at , organic Feudo Gagliardi

farmhouse, partner of I Viaggi del GOEL. Visit to the farm producing 

wine, oil and citrus fruit. With the agronomist, visit to the wine 

yards, the wine cellar and tasting of the wines and oil produced by 

the farm. Lunch at the farmhouse restaurant with the local 

products. 

In the afternoon, “Traditional Calabrian Cuisine” Lab. With one of 

our chefs, workshop with the preparation of a typical dish as 

handmade pasta using local products.

Dinner at “ ” (“hope” in Arabic language), the cultural and AMAL

organic restaurant managed by the social cooperative SUN, GOEL 

Bio partner, symbol of meeting and warm reception, typical of 

Calabria tradition.

Return and overnight at the eco-Hostel.

Day 4 - REGGIO CALABRIA AND SCILLA

Breakfast. Transfer to , the "toe" of the Italian Reggio Calabria

peninsula. The city, home to one of the most important 

archaeological museums, the prestigious National Archaeological 

Museum of Magna Græcia, houses the famous Bronzes of Riace, the 

symbols of the city. Guided tour of the museum. Free time for lunch 

and for a walk on the famous promenade dotted with rare 

magnolias and exotic palms, from where admiring the amazing 

Straits of Messina. 

In the afternoon, visit to the , that traces the Bergamot Museum

history, the culture and the traditions of this unique citrus fruit.  

On the way to Locri, stop at , touristic town famous for its Scilla

Marina (the Seafront), for the fishers’ village (la Chianalea) and the 

Ruffo Castle.

Return, dinner and overnight at the eco-Hostel.

Day 5: MAMMOLA, GIOIOSA AND MARTONE – TRADITION 

AND INNOVATION

Breakfast. Transfer to . The small town is very famous Mammola

for its restaurants that serves the “Stocco” (dried stockfish, cooked 

in a unique way in Italy). Visit to a laboratory where the famous 

“stocco” is prepared. Tasting of dishes made with stocco.

Early afternoon, transfer to  and urban trekking in Gioiosa Jonica

the old town (Roman Villa of Naniglio, Pellicanò Castle and Amaduri 

Palace). During the visit, tasting of the famous “paste Gioiosane” 

(pastries) and of the “Pezzo Duro” (ice-cream).  At the end of the 

tour, stop at the municipal theatre to admire the famous mural "Un 

popolo in cammino" realized in 1978 to remember the murder of the 

miller Rocco Gatto, victim of mafia.

Dinner at “ ”, organic restaurant awarded with the La Collinetta

2020 and 2021 “slow food snail” where tradition and innovation are 

mixed into a gastronomic journey illustrated directly by the chef 

Pino Trimboli. The restaurant is GOEL bio partner and in 2019, the 

chef/owner was victim of many ‘ndrangheta intimidations. 

Return and overnight at the eco-Hostel.

Day 6 – GOODBAY

Breakfast.

Final meeting with .GOEL - Cooperative Group

Check out and transfer to the airport. 
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